(1) a. Mary is upset because obviously John doesn't love her. (unambiguous; cf. (4)) b. * Mary got upset when obviously she failed the exam.
(English) relieved-Past 'When at least Mary came to our house yesterday, the children were relieved.'(Japanese) I propose that discourse items in discussion contain attitude-bearer variables which need to be saturated by evidential argument in Evidential Projection. I show that the data support Tenny's (2002) idea which proposes because projects an Evidential Projection and there exist locality conditions between the discourse items and evidential projections. In other words, certain discourse items involve syntactic phenomena.
DISCOURSE ITEMS AND ATTITUDE-BEARER It has been found that (at least) certain discourse items need to be associated with some attitude-bearer, in many cases, the speaker of the sentence. English: Tredinnick (2004) points out that (4) is ambiguous between assertive reading (4-a) and expressive meaning (4-b), while (1-a) with the adverb obviously only has the expressive (the speaker's comment) meaning. German: Kratzer (1999) roughly defines German discourse particle ja as in (5).
(5) Ja α is appropriate in a context c if the proposition expressed by α in c is a fact of w c which -for all the speaker knows -might already be known to the addressee. (Kratzer 1999) As the definition suggests, ja has to be associated with the speaker, but Kratzer also shows that it can be relativized to other attitude-bearer if it is embedded within an attitude predicate like claim (see Kratzer 1999 for detail). Japanese: In Hara (2004), it has been shown that Japanese Contrastive Topic always induce implicatures.
(6) CONTRASTIVE(w)(x)(B)(T) (x is an attitude-bearer, B is a background and T is a topical element) a. asserts: B(T)(w) b. presupposes:
As indicated as an attitude-bearer x , the induced implicatures are always attributed to some attitude-bearer. (7) is defined iff in all worlds w ′ differing minimally from w and doxastically accessible to the speaker (the attitude-bearer), there exists an alternative proposition in w ′ (e.g. 'everyone came') such that it entails the assertion 'some people came' but the assertion does not entail it.
(7)
Nannin-ka-wa kita
Just like German ja, wa can be associated to another attitude-bearer if it is embedded within an attitude predicate and induce different implicatures. In (8-a), the induce implicature is attributed to Mary and contained within the speaker's assertion, while in (8-b), the implicature is attributed to the speaker. From these facts, I speculate that there is a movement operation involved in the computation of the discourse items. Whenever discourse items are introduced, they come with an operator which contains an attitude-bearer variable. Moreover, this attitude-bearer variable needs to be saturated by either the speaker or the subject of the attitude predicate. Then, we could say that having a discourse item within a when-clause ((1-b), (2-b), (3-b) ) is unacceptable since it causes an adjunctisland violation; the discourse item cannot find a local attitude-bearer; and thus it tries to target the speaker's attitude meaning, but then it has to cross an adjunct island. This speculation pertains to two questions. First, where exactly does this operator move? Second, why does a because-clause not constitute as an island?
EVIDENTIAL ARGUMENT Tenny (2002) argues for the existence of an evidential argument in syntax, it refers to an individual who is "responsible for evaluating the truth of a proposition" on the assumption that there exist Speech Act Phrases (Rizzi 1997, Rivero 1994) and Evidential Phrases (Cinque 1999). I assimilate the attitude-bearer contained within discourse items to this evidential argument. Namely, the one who knows the truth value of the asserted proposition 'some people came', and the one who is not sure about the truth value of the stronger alternative, namely the one who implicates 'probably not everyone came' are identical, the speaker. In other words, both an evidential argument and an attitude-bearer are bearers of a point of view towards a proposition. Therefore, the attitude-bearer variable of wa should be saturated by the evidential argument. Accordingly, I claim that this Evidential Projection, which contains an evidential argument, is the position that the discourse items target. On the other hand, in (3-b) , the operator has to target the matrix Evidential projection, and hence it causes an adjunct island violation ((11)).
